Brown Hare
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Species Description
Scientific name: Lepus europaeus
AKA: European hare
Native to: Continental Europe and northern parts
Western and Central Asia.
Habitat: Farmland, grassland, woodland, coastal sand
dunes, marshes and moorland
The Brown hare is a medium sized mammal, about the size of a
domestic cat, with considerable plasticity in size and fur coloration.
The native distribution of the species includes most of Europe
except the UK, Ireland, Scandinavia and some Mediterranean
regions. L. europaeus was introduced into Ireland in the mid-late
19th century for the field sport of hare coursing. Subsequent natural
spread is generally restricted to young males, who can disperse
over several kilometres.
There are 3 lagomorphs in Northern Ireland, along with the
European rabbit (Oryctolagu cuniculus) the Brown hare have been
introduced. The Irish mountain hare (Lepus timidus hibernicus) is
the only native lagomorph, all 3 can be easily distinguished but
discrimination in the field by untrained observers can result in
dubious records.

The Brown hare is listed under Schedule 9 of the Wildlife
(Northern Ireland) Order 1985 and as such, it is an
offence to release or allow this species to escape into the
wild.

Key ID Features

© Jean-Jacques Boujot from Paris, France - Lièvre brun / Brown Hare, CC BY-SA
2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=84921839

Distinctive
long ears with
black tips
Upper part of
tail is black

Belly is
white

Underside of
tail is white

© Tiia Monto - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=79145318

Long hind legs
and large hind feet

40 – 70 cm body, 3.5 – 12 cm tail

© Böhringer Friedrich - Own work, CC BY-SA 2.5, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9798869

© Олександр Матвійчук - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=68763777

Report any sightings via; CEDaR Online Recording - https://www2.habitas.org.uk/records/ISI, iRecord
app or Invasive Species Northern Ireland website - http://invasivespeciesni.co.uk/report-sighting

Impacts

Distribution

In some areas where they have been introduced
Brown hares have become an agricultural and
forestry pest, particularly in arable habitats or in
orchards. Due to the presence of other existing
grazing species it can be difficult to separate the
impact of L. europaeus.
The Brown hare can be ecologically damaging
through competition and hybridisation with native
species (L. timidus hibernicus) and potential
overgrazing of rare plants communities. There is
direct evidence of hybridisation (and, hence,
competition for mates) with the Irish mountain
hare. Widespread hybridisation not only causes
interspecific competition but threatens the genetic
integrity of mountain hares.

The Brown hare has
been introduced on
6 occasions to
Northern Ireland
between 1867 and
1880's. A survey in
2005 estimated a
population of 2000
individuals in the
mid- Ulster and west
Tyrone.
Source: NBN Atlas Northern Ireland
https://northernireland-species.nbnatlas.org/species/NHMSYS0000080218
Check website for current distribution

European rabbit

Similar Species

Non-native
(Oryctolagus cuniculus)

Irish mountain hare

Native
(Lepus timidus hibernicus)

Shorter ears

© H. Zell - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=8795244

Rabbits have proportionally
shorter ears and hind legs

© John Doherty

The European rabbit
(Oryctolagus cuniculus)
can grow to 1-2kg which is
much smaller than hares
species. Hares commonly
reach 3.8-4 kgs.

Reddish brown
fur in summer

© JJ Harrison. CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia
.org/w/index.php?curid=8283824
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